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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a flexible pipe which
can be used for transportation of fluids and gasses, and
in particular a flexible pipe of the type which is useful in
water transportation, and in offshore transportation of
crude oil e.g. from seabed to an installation or between
installations as well as the flexible pipes called umbilicals.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] The flexible pipes for offshore use are often un-
bounded pipes. The term "unbounded" means in this text
that at least two of the layers of the pipe are not bonded
to each other. Often unbounded flexible pipes comprise
an internal sheath which forms a barrier against the out-
flow of the fluid which is conveyed through the pipe, and
one or more armouring layers on the outer side of the
internal sheath (outer armouring layer(s)). The flexible
pipe may comprise additional layers such as a carcass
which is an inner armouring layer to prevent the collapse
of the internal sheath. An outer sheath may be provided
with the object of forming a barrier against the ingress of
fluids from the pipe surroundings to the armouring layers.
In practice the pipe will normally comprise at least two
armouring layers, which are not bonded to each other
directly or indirectly via other layers along the pipe. There-
by the pipe becomes bendable and sufficiently flexible
to roll up for transportation.
[0003] The above-mentioned type of flexible pipes is
used, among other things, for off-shore as well as some
on-shore applications for the transport of fluids and gas-
es. Flexible pipes can e.g. be used for the transportation
of fluids where very high or varying water pressures exist
along the longitudinal axis of the pipe, such as riser pipes
which extend from the seabed up to an installation on or
near the surface of the sea, pipes for transportation of
liquid and gases between installations, pipes which are
located at great depths on the seabed, or between in-
stallations near the surface of the sea. An umbilical is a
type of flexible pipe which is used for the transport of
process liquids and hydraulic oil and for carrying light and
power from an installation positioned at the surface of
the sea and down to the oil wells on the seabed. Umbil-
icals are not directly involved in the transport of oil and
gas, but may be necessary for the supply of the process
liquids which, as mentioned, are to be used for the re-
covery of oil, as well as for the running of hydraulic pipes,
electrical wires, fibre optics, etc. An umbilical may be
combined with an oil/gas transporting pipe e.g. a riser to
form an integrated production umbilical or an integrated
service umbilical.
[0004] Often it is desired to measure one or more
chemical, physical and/or mechanical actions to which
the flexible pipe is exposed during use.
[0005] Sensors for measuring chemical, physical

and/or mechanical actions are well known in the art. Sen-
sors of the strain gauge type are frequently used for
measuring forces that cause mechanical deformations,
in which strain gauges the electrical resistance in a con-
ductor is changed by a mechanical impact. Moreover,
sensors monitoring changes in the properties of an opti-
cal component caused by mechanical deformations or
temperature variations are known.
[0006] Sensors and possible transmission lines of sen-
sors will hereinafter be referred to as sensor arrange-
ments.
[0007] Clearly, the use of sensor arrangements of the
above-mentioned type for monitoring flexible pipes re-
quires that they be mounted well-protected so that they
are not damaged in use.
[0008] In connection with flexible pipes where the
structure of the pipes is of the so-called unbonded type,
i.e. the structure comprises several layers and the layers
must be capable of moving relative to each other in order
for the pipe to remain flexible. Therefore, if the sensor
arrangement was disposed freely between the layers, it
would quickly be damaged.
[0009] Applicant has earlier provided a method of
mounting such sensor arrangement in an armouring layer
by providing a groove in an armouring wire and fixing the
sensor arrangement in this groove with a glue and/or by
mechanical deformation of the groove. This method is
disclosed in US7024941.
[0010] The object of the invention is to provide an al-
ternative flexible pipe with integrated sensor arrange-
ment. The invention also relates to a method of mounting
a sensor arrangement in a flexible pipe, ensuring that the
sensor arrangement is well protected against undesira-
ble mechanical impacts and is thus operationally reliable
during the service life of the flexible pipe.
[0011] This object has been achieved by the invention
as claimed.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

[0012] The flexible pipe of the invention comprises a
plurality of layers surrounding a longitudinal axis and an
at least partly integrated sensor arrangement, said plu-
rality of layers comprising an internal sheath and one or
more armouring layers, at least one armouring layer com-
prising at least one folded metal strip helically wound
around said longitudinal axis of the pipe, and at least a
part of said sensor arrangement being placed in a fold
of said folded metal strip.
[0013] In most situations the longitudinal axis of the
pipe will be a longitudinal axis of the pipe, namely in sit-
uations where the flexible pipe is for transportation of
fluids. In some situations the longitudinal axis of the pipe
is not hollow, namely in situations where the flexible pipe
is an umbilical.
[0014] It should be emphasized that the term "com-
prises/comprising" when used in this specification is tak-
en to specify the presence of stated features, integers,
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steps or components but does not preclude the presence
or addition of one or more other stated features, integers,
steps, components or groups thereof.
[0015] A folded strip is herein defined as an in principle
endless unit with at least one fold and a width which in
unfolded condition is at least 6 times its thickness, such
as at least 10, such as at least 15, such as at least 25
times its thickness or even up to 100 or 500 times its
thickness.
[0016] A profile is an in principle endless unit with a
preshaped non-folded cross sectional profile. The profile
may preferably have a width of less than 6 times its thick-
ness. The term ’endless’ is used to indicate that the tapes
and profiles are very long compared to their other dimen-
sions.
[0017] A wire is one of a strip which may or may not
be folded and a profile.
[0018] The flexible pipe of the invention comprises a
plurality of layers surrounding a hollow core, the plurality
of layers comprising an internal sheath and one or more
armouring layers, at least one armouring layer compris-
ing at least one helically wound, folded metal strip.
[0019] As mentioned above the flexible pipe of the in-
vention may have one or more armouring layers. The
number and the placement of armouring layer or layers
may e.g. be as it is well known from prior art e.g. as
disclosed in US 6,065,501, US 5,813,439 and WO
01/81809. At least one of the armouring layers is an in-
terlocked armouring layer formed from at least one profile
and at least one folded metal strip with an at least partly
integrated sensor arrangement.
[0020] The flexible pipe of the invention may in one
embodiment comprise two or more armouring layers
wound onto the internal sheath. The two armouring layers
may e.g. be of wound wires, e.g. cross wound at angles
to the centre axis of the pipe of 40-60 degrees, such as
45-58 degrees, such as 53-56 degrees to the centre axis
of the pipeline. Such armouring layers of cross wound
wires having angles of 40-60 degrees are often referred
to as a pair of balanced traction layers. The flexible pipe
may additionally comprise an inner armouring layer
which in general is referred to as a carcass.
[0021] Any degrees mentioned herein should be taken
to mean degrees in relation to the longitudinal axis of the
pipe unless otherwise specified.
[0022] The directions towards or away from the longi-
tudinal axis of the pipe should be taken to mean the radial
direction toward the longitudinal centre axis of the pipe.
[0023] The edge sections of the folded metal strip
should be taken to mean the two opposite edge sections
extending essentially in the length direction of the strip
and comprising at least one fold capable of engaging with
a flange of the profile.
[0024] An inner armouring layer is an armouring layer
which is placed inside the internal sheath and has the
main purpose of preventing crushing of the pipe due to
external forces. An inner armouring layer may be placed
in direct contact with the inner side of the internal sheath,

or one or more material layers e.g. a film and/or an insu-
lating layer may be placed between the inner side of the
internal sheath and the inner armouring layer.
[0025] An outer armouring layer is an outer armouring
layer placed outside the internal sheath and has the main
purpose of resisting pressure forces due to internal forces
and/or resisting traction forces due to both internal and
external forces. Typically a flexible pipe will comprise at
least two outer armouring layers. An innermost outer ar-
mouring layer may be placed in direct contact with the
outer side of the internal sheath, or one or more material
layers e.g. a film may be placed between the outer side
of the internal sheath and the innermost outer armouring
layer. If the pipe comprises two or more outer armouring
layers, these outer armouring layers may be placed in
direct contact with each other or the two or more outer
armouring layers may independently of each other be
separated by one or more material layers e.g. film layer
(s), intermediate sheath(s), insulation sheath(s) or simi-
lar.
[0026] For protection the flexible pipe may comprise
an outer sheath, preferably of a polymer layer.
[0027] The flexible pipe of the invention may in one
embodiment comprise an inner armouring layer and
three or more outer armouring layers, wherein the inner-
most of the outer armouring layers is a vault of wound
wires, wound at a steep angle to the centre axis of the
pipe, e.g. above 80 degrees, such as above 90 degrees,
and the other two armouring layers are of wound wires,
cross wound at angles of 25-40, and 70-80 degrees, re-
spectively.
[0028] The flexible pipe of the invention may comprise
additional layers such as it is well known in the art, e.g.
insulation layers of polymers, composite, cork or other,
intermediate polymer sheaths or films and etc.
[0029] The flexible pipe of the invention may for exam-
ple have a structure as described in any one of the prior
art documents US 6691743, US 6668867, US 5813439,
WO 0242674, US 5730188, US 6354333, US 4549581,
US 6192941, US 6283161, WO 0181809, WO 0036324,
US 6454897, US 6408891 and US 6110550, with the
modification that at least one of the armouring layers
comprises at least one folded metal strip with a sensor
arrangement as described herein.
[0030] In prior art flexible pipes, folded metal strips
have primarily been used in inner armouring layers which
are often referred to as a carcass. However, also a few
flexible pipes with outer armouring layers comprising
folded metal strips have been disclosed, see for example
US 6840286, US 6668867 and US 2004/0055550. Ac-
cording to the invention the flexible pipe may be as de-
scribed in any one of this prior art flexible pipes compris-
ing a folded metal strip with the modification that a sensor
arrangement is at least partly integrated in the armouring
layer comprising said folded metal strip.
[0031] The sensor arrangement may in principle be
any kind of sensor arrangement which can be incorpo-
rated into the armouring layer. In one embodiment the
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sensor arrangement comprises an optical fibre.
[0032] The optical sensor preferably is an optical fibre
sensor. Preferred optical fibre sensors include one or
more of A-D:

A) Point sensors: the measurement is carried out at
a single point in space, but possible multiple chan-
nels for addressing multiple points. Examples are
Fabry-Perot sensors and single Fibre Bragg Grating
(FBG) sensors.

B) Integrated sensors: the measurement averages
a physical parameter over a certain spatial section
and provides a single value. An example is a defor-
mation sensor measuring strain over a long base
length.

C) Quasi-distributed or multiplexed sensors: the
measurement is determined at a number of fixed,
discrete points along a single optical fibre cable. The
most common examples are multiplexed FBG’s.

D) Distributed sensor: the parameter of interest is
measured with a certain spatial resolution at any
point along a single optical cable. Examples include
systems based on Rayleigh, Raman and Brillouin
scattering.

[0033] A suitable sensor is the sensor as described in
US 7,024,941. Further information about optical sensors
may e.g. be obtained from the Internet site provided by
sensorland.com
[0034] The optical fibre preferably is placed in a fold
of said folded metal strip. It should be understood that
parts of the optical fibre may be outside the folded metal
strip, in particular one or both endings of the optical fibre
may be outside the folded metal strip.
[0035] The uppermost end of the optical fiber may be
arranged to be connected to a read out element and/or
light feeding element. The lowermost part of the fiber may
be integrated in an end-fitting which is also connected to
the folded metal strip. The end-fittings may for example
be as the end-fittings normally used for flexible pipes
which have further been arranged to fix the end of the
optical fibre.
[0036] In one embodiment the sensor arrangement
comprises one or more transmission lines. One or more
of these transmissions line may be placed in a fold of
said folded metal strip.
[0037] In one embodiment the sensor arrangement
comprises one or more electrical wires. These electrical
wires may for example be placed in a fold of said folded
metal strip.
[0038] The sensor arrangement should preferably be
capable of sensing at least one property, preferably se-
lected from the group of stress-strain, temperature, pipe
leakage, wear, mechanical deformations e.g. which may
lead to upheaval buckling, pressure, chemical corrosion,

salt concentration of liquid in contact with the pipe and
pH value of liquid in contact with the pipe.
[0039] The armouring layer into which the sensor ar-
rangement is integrated may be an interlocked armouring
layer or it may be a non-interlocked or only partly inter-
locked armouring layer. An interlocked armouring layer
means that the individually wound wire(s) is/ are locked
a) to itself in consecutive windings if the armouring layer
has only one wire, or b) to each other if the armouring
layer has more than one wire. The wire(s) is/are prefer-
ably locked to itself/each other along its/their edges sec-
tions.
[0040] In one embodiment the armouring layer into
which the sensor arrangement is integrated is a non-in-
terlocked armouring layer made from one or more wires
including at least one helically wound folded metal strip
comprising an integrated sensor arrangement.
[0041] In one embodiment the armouring layer into
which the sensor arrangement is integrated is a partly-
interlocked interlocked armouring layer made from one
or more wires including at least one helically wound fold-
ed metal strip comprising an integrated sensor arrange-
ment. A partly-interlocked interlocked armouring layer
means herein that at least in some of the windings adja-
cent wire windings are interlocked to each other.
[0042] In one embodiment the armouring layer com-
prises at least one helically wound folded metal strip, said
folded metal strip being interlocked with itself in consec-
utive windings or interlocked with one or more additional
helically wound metal element, wherein said additional
helically wound metal element preferably comprises an
additional folded metal strip and/or a profile.
[0043] In principle the integrated part of the sensor ar-
rangement may be placed in any fold of the folded metal
strip. By placing a part of the sensor arrangement (e.g.
the optical sensor) in the fold of a strip, this part of the
sensor arrangement will be well protected by the folded
metal strip, and simultaneously the flexible pipe will re-
main flexible without risk of damaging the sensor ar-
rangement. It is extremely simple to incorporate a part
of the sensor arrangement into the folded metal strip.
This may be done simply by folding the strip partly or
totally around the part of the sensor arrangement to be
integrated. According to the present invention the folded
metal strip with the sensor arrangement may be prepared
prior to the operation of winding the folded metal strip
helically onto the pipe. In one embodiment the sensor
arrangement may be incorporated into the strip after the
strip has been pre-folded followed by a final folding of
the folded metal strip. In one embodiment the sensor
arrangement is incorporated into the strip simultaneously
with the operation of folding the strip. In one embodiment
the sensor arrangement is incorporated into the strip si-
multaneously with the operation of folding the strip and
winding it helically around the pipe.
[0044] In one embodiment the folded metal strip is fold-
ed to have at least one box section, preferably at least a
part of said sensor arrangement being placed in said box
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section.
[0045] Strips folded with a box section are e.g. de-
scribed in US 6840286, US 6668867, and US
2004/0055550.
[0046] In one embodiment the folded metal strip is fold-
ed at least along one of its edges to form at least one
folded edge section. Preferably at least a part of said
sensor arrangement is placed in said folded edge sec-
tion.
[0047] The folded metal strip with an edge fold may in
principle be folded to form the edge sections with any
shape, provided that they can engage with the lateral
flange of the profile. In one embodiment the folded metal
strip is folded against itself at least along one of its edges
to form at least one edge section protruding in one of the
directions towards or away from the longitudinal axis of
the pipe.
[0048] In one embodiment the folded metal strip is fold-
ed along both of its edges to form the edge sections pro-
truding in one of the directions towards or away from the
longitudinal axis of the pipe. Preferably at least a part of
said sensor arrangement is placed in one of said folded
edge section.
[0049] The folding direction and the protruding direc-
tion may be essentially the same or they may be essen-
tially opposite each other. The folding direction means
the direction perpendicular to the surface of the non-fold-
ed part of the edge section of the folded metal strip and
towards the folded part of the edge section.
[0050] In most situations it is desired that the folding
direction and the protruding direction are essentially the
same.
[0051] ’One fold’ means that the edge part is folded
one time to form a two strip layered edge section. The
two strip layered edge section may for example sandwich
a part (e.g. an optical sensor) of the sensor arrangement.
[0052] In one embodiment the at least one folded metal
strip is folded at least along one of its edges in at least
one fold to form at least one edge section, preferably at
least along one of its edge the at least one fold being
folded around at least a part of said sensor arrangement.
[0053] In one embodiment the at least one folded metal
strip is folded at least along one of its edges in at least
two folds to form at least one edge section, preferably at
least along one of its edges the at least two folds being
folded around at least a part of said sensor arrangement.
[0054] In one embodiment the at least one folded metal
strip is folded against itself to form at least one edge
section comprising two or more layers of strip material,
preferably said two or more layers of strip material being
folded around at least a part of said sensor arrangement.
[0055] In one embodiment the at least one folded metal
strip is folded at least along one of its edges so that said
sensor arrangement is at least partly integrated into the
fold.
[0056] In one embodiment the folded metal strip is fold-
ed at least along one of its edges so that a secondary
element is integrated into the fold. In one embodiment

the folded metal strip is folded at least along one of its
edges so that a secondary element is integrated into the
fold along one of its edges and an optical fiber of a sensor
arrangement is integrated into the fold along the other
one of its edges.
[0057] The folded metal strip may preferably be folded
to form two edge sections and a non-folded mid-section
between the two edge sections.
[0058] The non-folded mid-section may in principle
have any shape and thickness within the limitation of a
strip. However, in general it is preferred that the non-
folded mid-section is essentially flat in order to allow the
desired play between engaged profiles and folded metal
strips.
[0059] In one embodiment the non-folded mid-section
has an essentially uniform thickness.
[0060] The optimal thickness of the folded metal strip
depends largely on the size of pipe, the intended use of
the pipe and the strength of the metal used for the folded
metal strip. If the pipe is large, the thickness of the folded
metal strip should preferably be relatively large as well,
e.g. even up to 16 mm. If the pipe is to be used as a riser,
the thickness of the folded metal strip may preferably be
larger than if the pipe is to be used as a flow line.
[0061] In most situations a thickness of the folded met-
al strip of about 5 mm or even about 2 mm is sufficient.
[0062] In one embodiment the non-folded mid-section
has a non-folded thickness Tns of 0.2 -5 mm, such as
0.2-2 mm.
[0063] In one embodiment the at least one folded metal
strip has an essentially uniform thickness prior to folding.
In the same embodiment (providing that there is more
than one folded metal strip) or in another embodiment
the at least one folded metal strip has a thickness which
is varying in its width direction.
[0064] The folded layers of the edge section of the fold-
ed metal strip may e.g. have a thickness which is different
from the non-folded mid-section. Thus in one embodi-
ment the folded layers of the edge section of the folded
metal strip have a thickness of between 0.5 and 1.5 times
the thickness of the non-folded mid-section. In principle
the edge sections may thus each have an edge sections
thickness Tfs of down to one time the thickness of the
non-folded mid-section Tns. However, in practice it is de-
sired that the edge sections are thicker than the non-
folded mid-section Tns
[0065] In one embodiment the edge sections each
have an edge section thickness Tfs of 1.5 to 10 times the
thickness of the non-folded mid-section Tns, such as of
3-4 times the thickness of the non-folded mid-section Tns
[0066] In one embodiment the armouring layer com-
prises two or more folded metal strips which are inter-
locked with each other.
[0067] The folded metal strip may in principle be made
from any metal which can be folded and which has a
sufficient strength to hold together profiles by engage-
ment as described above. Preferably the folded metal
strip is made from a relatively high nobility. Preferred met-
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als for the folded metal strip include steel and steel alloys,
e.g. a duplex steel.
[0068] In one embodiment the armouring layer com-
prises at least one folded metal strip and at least one
profile which are interlocked with each other.
[0069] In one embodiment the armouring layer incor-
porating the sensor arrangement may be as described
in applicant’s co-pending application DK PA 2006 01706
from which this present patent application claims priority.
The armouring layer may thus comprise at least one pro-
filed wire and at least one folded metal strip, said at least
one profiled wire and said at least one folded metal strip
being helically wound and interlocked with each other
and at least a part of the sensor arrangement being
placed in a fold of the folded metal strip. The profile (pro-
filed wire) may be as described in PA 2006 01706. The
folded metal strip may be as described in PA 2006 01706
with the proviso that at least a part of the sensor arrange-
ment is placed in a fold of the folded metal strip.
[0070] The profile in this embodiment may in principle
be of any material which has the sufficient strength for
providing the armouring layer. The material for the profile
may e.g. be selected from the group consisting of com-
posite materials and metals. In one embodiment the pro-
file is of metal, such as steel or a steel alloy, e.g. a duplex
steel.
[0071] In one embodiment the armouring layer incor-
porating the sensor arrangement may be as described
in applicant’s Danish patent application filed simultane-
ously with this application. The armouring layer may thus
comprise at least one folded metal strip, which folded
metal strip is interlocked with itself in consecutive wind-
ings or interlocked with another helically wound metal
strip, said at least one folded metal strip being folded
along both of its edges to form protruding edge sections
of two or more strip material layers, each of said protrud-
ing edge sections protruding in one of the directions to-
wards or away from the longitudinal axis of the pipe. The
folded metal strip may be as described in applicant’s Dan-
ish patent application filed simultaneously with this ap-
plication with the proviso that at least a part of the sensor
arrangement is placed in a fold of the folded metal strip.
[0072] The sensor arrangement may preferably be at
least partly fixed in at least one fold of the folded metal
strip. By fixing the sensor arrangement in the folded metal
strip the sensor arrangement may be even further pro-
tected against damage. Certain sensor arrangement
needs to be fixed to at least one point for performing its
measurement, e.g. stress-strain sensors.
[0073] In one embodiment the sensor arrangement is
fixed along the major part of the length of said folded
metal strip.
[0074] In one embodiment at least a part of said sensor
arrangement is fixed at a plurality of fix points along the
length of said folded metal strip.
[0075] The sensor arrangement may be fixed using
any means. In one embodiment at least a part of the
sensor arrangement is fixed by clamping provided by the

folded metal strip. In one embodiment at least a part of
the sensor arrangement is fixed to said folded metal strip
by gluing.
[0076] The gluing may be provided by any glue which
is compatible with the strip material and the sensor ma-
terial. The glue may preferably be or comprise a polymer
material. Preferred polymer types for the polymer mate-
rial are an epoxy type, a vinyl ester epoxy, a polyurethane
or mixtures containing one or more of these. Said poly-
mers fulfil the requirements of the liquid according to the
invention. However, other liquids fulfilling the require-
ments may also be used according to the invention. The
skilled person will be able to select suitable liquids to be
used according to the invention as a matter of routine.
The polymer material may preferably be fluorinated com-
pletely or partly. Such treatment may improve the prop-
erties of the polymer material with regard to wear resist-
ance, chemical resistance and resistance towards ele-
vated temperatures.
[0077] Furthermore, it is preferred that the polymer ma-
terial is cross-linked completely or partly. Cross-linking
may improve strength and may be initiated by heat, per-
oxides or other chemicals e.g. sulphur compounds.
[0078] In one embodiment the flexible pipe comprises
an inner armouring layer (carcass) surrounded by said
internal sheath, at least a part of the sensor arrangement
being integrated in said inner armouring layer.
[0079] In one embodiment the flexible pipe comprises
an outer armouring layer surrounding said internal
sheath, at least a part of said sensor arrangement being
integrated in said outer armouring layer. The outer ar-
mouring layer may e.g. be a tensile armouring layer, pres-
sure armouring layer (pressure vault) and/or a balanced
tensile and pressure armouring layer.
[0080] In one embodiment one of the armouring layers
is an interlocked armouring layer formed from at least
one profile and at least one folded metal strip comprising
at least an incorporated part of a sensor arrangement.
This could preferably be an inner armouring layer or it
could be an innermost outer armouring layer, e.g. a vault.
[0081] In one embodiment two or more of the armour-
ing layers are interlocked armouring layers each formed
from at least one profile and at least one folded metal
strip comprising at least an incorporated part of a sensor
arrangement. This could preferably include an inner ar-
mouring layer and/or an innermost outer armouring layer,
e.g. a vault.
[0082] The profile in any armouring layer may in prin-
ciple have any profiled shape. Preferred shapes of the
profile include the shape of the profiles as disclosed in
any one of the publications US 6691743, US 6668867,
US 5813439, WO 0242674, US 5730188, US 6354333,
US 4549581, US 6192941, US 6283161, WO 0181809,
WO 0036324, US 6454897, US 6408891 and US
6110550. More preferably the profile(s) has/have a pro-
file selected from the group consisting of Z-shaped pro-
files, U-shaped profiles, X-shaped profiles, I-shaped pro-
files, H-shaped profiles and T-shaped profiles.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0083] The invention will be explained more fully below
in connection with a preferred embodiment and with ref-
erence to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic side view of a pipe with a car-
cass.

Fig. 2 is a schematic side view of a pipe without a
carcass.

Figs. 3a - 3h are schematic cross sectional side
views of a different folded metal strip with sensor
arrangement(s), which can be a part of an armouring
layer of the flexible pipe of the invention.

Fig. 4 is a schematic cross sectional side view of a
first armouring layer comprising a folded metal strip
with a sensor arrangement.

Fig. 5 is a schematic cross sectional side view of a
second armouring layer comprising a folded metal
strip with a sensor arrangement.

Fig. 6 is a schematic cross sectional side view of a
third armouring layer comprising a folded metal strip
with a sensor arrangement.

[0084] The figures are schematic and simplified for
clarity, and they just show details which are essential to
the understanding of the invention, while other details
are left out. Throughout, the same reference numerals
are used for identical or corresponding parts.
[0085] The flexible pipe shown in fig. 1 comprises an
internal sheath 2, often also called an inner liner, e.g. of
cross linked PE. Inside the inner liner 2 the pipe compris-
es an inner armouring layer 1, called a carcass. On the
outer side of the inner liner 2, the flexible pipe comprises
three outer armouring layers 3, 4, 5. The inner armouring
layer 3 closest to the inner liner 2 , is a pressure armour-
ing layer 3, made from profiles and/or strips wound at a
steep angle to the centre axis of the pipe, e.g. close to
90 degrees. Around the pressure armouring layer 3, the
pipe comprises a pair of cross wound tensile armouring
layers 4, 5, made from wound profiles and/or strips,
wherein one of the tensile armouring layers 4 has an
angle above 55 degrees, typically between 60 and 75
degrees, and wherein the other one of the tensile armour-
ing layers 5 has an angle below 55 degrees, typically
between 30 and 45 degrees. The piper further comprises
an outer polymer layer 6 protecting the armouring layer
mechanically and/or against ingress of sea water.
[0086] At least one of the armouring layers 2, 3, 4, 5
comprises at least one folded metal strip with a sensor
arrangement as described above.
[0087] Fig. 2 shows another pipe design. This flexible
pipe comprises an inner liner 12 and a pair of outer ar-

mouring layers, 14, 15, in the form of profiles and/or strips
wound around the inner liner 12. The two armouring lay-
ers are cross wound at an angle to the centre axis of the
pipe of close to 55 degrees, typically one of the layers is
wound at an angle slightly less than 55 degrees, e.g.
between 52 and 55 degrees, and the other of them is
wound at an angle slightly more than 55 degrees e.g.
between 55 and 57. The pipe further comprises an outer
polymer layer 16 protecting the armouring layer mechan-
ically and/or against ingress of sea water.
[0088] At least one of the armouring layers 14, 15 com-
prises at least one folded metal strip with a sensor ar-
rangement as described above.
[0089] Fig. 3a shows a cross sectional side view of a
folded metal strip useful in a pressure vault of the pipe
of the invention. The metal strip is folded to form two edge
sections 31 a, 31 a’, both protruding in the same direction,
namely in the opposite direction than the folding direction.
The metal strip is folded against itself in two folds along
one of its edges 31 a’. Along its other edge the folded
metal strip is folded around a fiber 36a of a sensor ar-
rangement.
The strip further comprises a non-folded mid-section 32a,
between the two edge sections 31 a, 31 a’.
[0090] Fig. 3b shows a cross sectional side view of
another folded metal strip. The metal strip is folded to
form two edge sections 31 b, 31 b’, both protruding in the
folding direction. The metal strip is folded against itself
in two folds along one of its edges 31 b’. Along its other
edge the folded metal strip is folded around a fiber 36b
of a sensor arrangement.
[0091] Fig. 3c shows a cross sectional side view of
another folded metal strip. The metal strip is folded to
form two edge sections 31 c, 31 c’, both protruding in the
folding direction. The metal strip is folded against itself
in three folds along one of its edges 31 c’. Along its other
edge the folded metal strip is folded around a fiber 36c
of a sensor arrangement in two folds.
[0092] Fig. 3d shows a cross sectional side view of
another folded metal strip. The metal strip is folded to
form two edge sections 31d, both protruding in the folding
direction. The metal strip is folded against itself along its
edges in three folds for each of the edge sections 31d
whereby each protruding edge section 31d has 4 or more
strip material layers. At the mid section between the two
edge sections 31d, the folded metal strip comprises a
box shaped fold 32d into which a fiber 36d of a sensor
arrangement has been incorporated.
[0093] Fig. 3e shows a cross sectional side view of
another folded metal strip, where the metal strip is folded
to form two edge sections 31e, 31 e’, both protruding in
the same direction. The metal strip is in each of its edge
sections 31e, 31 e’ folded against a secondary element
35e, 36e, which elements are thereby integrated in the
fold. One of the secondary elements is a reinforcement
element 53e, the other one of the secondary elements
is a fiber 36e of a sensor arrangement.
[0094] Fig. 3f shows a cross sectional side view of an-
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other folded metal strip. This folded strip does not com-
prise any protruding edge section for interlocking purpos-
es and is thus to be applied in a non-interlocked or partly-
interlocked armouring layer. The metal strip is to form
two box shaped sections 31f. At the mid section between
the two box shaped sections 31f, the metal strip is folded
to form two pairs of opposite protruding tops 32f which
tops 32f holds and possibly fix a fiber 36f of a sensor
arrangement.
[0095] Fig. 3g shows a cross sectional side view of
another folded metal strip. This folded strip does not com-
prise any protruding edge section for interlocking purpos-
es and is thus to be applied in a non-interlocked or partly-
interlocked armouring layer. The metal strip is to form a
box shape 31g. At the mid section between the two edges
of the box shaped folded strip, the metal strip is folded
against itself to form a fold 32g into which a fiber 36g of
a sensor arrangement has been incorporated.
[0096] Fig. 3h shows a cross sectional side view of
another folded metal strip. This folded strip does not com-
prise any protruding edge section for interlocking purpos-
es and is thus to be applied in a non-interlocked or partly-
interlocked armouring layer. The metal strip is to form a
box shape 31 h. Adjacent to one of the two edges of the
box shaped folded strip, the metal strip is folded against
itself to form a fold 32h into which a fiber 36h of a sensor
arrangement has been incorporated.
[0097] Fig. 4 shows a first armouring layer of a flexible
pipe of the invention comprising helically wound, inter-
locked folded strips 41, 42. The armouring layer compris-
es 2 or more (an even number - in the drawing at least
4) folded metal strips 41, 42, where half of the folded
metal strips 41 are folded to have two box shaped folds
44, and the other half of the folded metal strips 42 are
only slightly folded along their edges in folds 43 to hold
together consecutive windings of the first folded metal
strip type 41. In one of the box shaped folds of one of the
folded metal strips 41 a fiber 46 of a sensor arrangement
has been placed.
[0098] Fig. 5 shows a second armouring layer of a flex-
ible pipe of the invention comprising one or more helically
wound, interlocked folded strips 51 (in the drawing at
least 3). The helically wound strip(s) 51 comprises a box
shaped fold 54 along one of its edges and a slightly folded
fold 53 along the other one of its edge. In its mid section
the helically wound strip(s) 51 comprises a groove 57
which is engaged with the slightly folded fold 53 of an-
other folded metal strip. In the box shaped fold 54 of one
of the folded metal strips 51 a fiber 56 of a sensor ar-
rangement has been placed.
[0099] Fig. 6 shows a third armouring layer of a flexible
pipe of the invention comprising interlocked folded strips
61 a, 61b. The armouring layer comprises 2 or more (an
even number) folded metal strips 61 a, 61 b. At least one
of the folded metal strips 61 b is as the folded metal strip
comprising an incorporated fiber 66 of a sensor arrange-
ment. The folded metal strips 61 a, 61 b are turned op-
posite each other so that half of the folded metal strips

61a, 61b comprise protruding edge sections 62 protrud-
ing towards the hollow core of the pipe and the other half
of the folded metal strips 61 a, 61 b comprise protruding
edge sections 63 protruding away from the longitudinal
axis of the pipe (here the hollow core). The folded metal
strips 61 a, 61 b are wound helically onto the pipe so that
the protruding edge sections 63 protruding away from
the hollow core of the pipe are interlocked with protruding
edge sections 62 protruding towards the hollow core of
the pipe. The folded metal strip(s) 61 b comprises an
integrated fibre 66, which is folded into one of its protrud-
ing edge sections. The pressure armouring layer com-
prises a hoop layer provided by a helically wound wire
65 (hoop wire), which in this embodiment is made from
a formed strip such as a metal strip, which has been
formed to have one or more box sections 65a. The hoop
wire 65 increases the moment of inertia.

Claims

1. A flexible pipe comprising a plurality of layers sur-
rounding a longitudinal axis and an at least partly
integrated sensor arrangement, said plurality of lay-
ers comprising an internal sheath and one or more
armouring layers, at least one armouring layer com-
prising at least one folded metal strip helically wound
around said longitudinal axis of the pipe, at least a
part of said sensor arrangement being placed in a
fold of said folded metal strip.

2. A flexible pipe as claimed in claim 1 wherein said
sensor arrangement comprises an optical fibre, said
optical fibre preferably being placed in a fold of said
folded metal strip.

3. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of claims 1 and
2 wherein said sensor arrangement comprises one
or more transmission lines and/or one or more elec-
trical wires, preferably at least one of said transmis-
sions lines and/or electrical wires being placed in a
fold of said folded metal strip.

4. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims wherein said sensor arrangement is capable
of sensing at least one property, preferably selected
from the group of stress-strain, temperature, pipe
leakage, wear, mechanical deformations, pressure,
chemical corrosion, salt concentration of liquid in
contact with the pipe and pH value of liquid in contact
with the pipe.

5. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims wherein said armouring layer is an inter-
locked, a non-interlocked or a partly-interlocked ar-
mouring layer.

6. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
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claims wherein said armouring layer comprises at
least one helically wound folded metal strip, said fold-
ed metal strip being interlocked with itself in consec-
utive windings or interlocked with one or more addi-
tional helically wound metal elements, wherein said
additional helically wound metal element preferably
comprises an additional folded metal strip and/or a
profile.

7. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims wherein said folded metal strip is folded to
have at least one box section, preferably at least a
part of said sensor arrangement being placed in said
box section.

8. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims wherein said folded metal strip is folded at
least along one of its edges, preferably both of its
edges, to form at least one folded edge section, said
folded edge section preferably protruding in one of
the directions towards or away from the longitudinal
axis of the pipe, and preferably at least a part of said
sensor arrangement being placed in said folded
edge section.

9. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims wherein said folded metal strip at least along
one of its edges, preferably both of its edges, is fold-
ed against itself to form at least one edge section
protruding in one of the directions towards or away
from the longitudinal axis of the pipe.

10. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the claims
8-9, wherein the at least one folded metal strip is
folded at least along one of its edges in at least one
fold to form at least one edge section, preferably at
least along one of its edges the at least one fold being
folded around at least a part of said sensor arrange-
ment.

11. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the claims
8-10, wherein the at least one folded metal strip is
folded against itself in at least along one of its edges
in at least one fold, preferably at least two folds to
form at least one edge section, more preferably said
at least one folded metal strip is folded against itself
to form at least one edge section comprising two or
more layers of strip material,.

12. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein said at least one folded metal strip
is folded to form two edge sections and a non-folded
mid-section between the two edge sections, said
non-folded mid-section preferably having an essen-
tially uniform thickness.

13. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein said at least one armouring layer

comprises at least one folded metal strip and at least
one profile which are interlocked with each other.

14. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein at least a part of said sensor arrange-
ment is fixed in at least one fold of said folded metal
strip, at least a part of said sensor arrangement pref-
erably being fixed along the major part of the length
of said folded metal strip and/or at least a part of said
sensor arrangement being fixed at a plurality of fix
points along the length of said folded metal strip, said
sensor arrangement is for example fixed by clamping
provided by said folded metal strip and/or by gluing.

15. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein said flexible pipe comprises an inner
armouring layer (carcass) surrounded by said inter-
nal sheath, at least a part of said sensor arrangement
being integrated in said inner armouring layer.

16. A flexible pipe as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein said flexible pipe comprises an outer
armouring layer surrounding said internal sheath, at
least a part of said sensor arrangement being inte-
grated in said outer armouring layer.

Patentansprüche

1. Flexibles Rohr mit mehreren die Längsachse umge-
benden Schichten und einer mindestens teilweise
integrierten Sensoranordnung, wobei die mehreren
Schichten einen Innenmantel und eine oder mehrere
Bewehrungsschichten enthalten, wobei mindestens
eine Bewehrungsschicht mindestens einen schrau-
benförmig um die Längsachse des Rohrs herumge-
wickelten gefalteten Metallstreifen enthält, wobei
mindestens ein Teil der Sensoranordnung in einer
Falte des gefalteten Metallstreifens platziert ist.

2. Flexibles Rohr nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Senso-
ranordnung eine optische Faser enthält, die vor-
zugsweise in einer Falte des gefalteten Metallstrei-
fens platziert ist.

3. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der Ansprüche 1 und 2,
wobei die Sensoranordnung eine oder mehrere
Übertragungsleitungen und/oder ein oder mehrere
elektrische Kabel enthält, wobei vorzugsweise min-
destens eine der Übertragungsleitungen und/oder
eines der elektrischen Kabel in einer Falte des ge-
falteten Metallstreifens platziert ist.

4. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die Sensoranordnung dazu fähig ist,
mindestens eine Eigenschaft, vorzugsweise Span-
nunsdehnung, Temperatur, Rohrundichtigkeit, Ab-
nutzung, mechanische Verformungen, Druck, che-
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mische Korrosion, Salzkonzentration von Flüssig-
keit in Kontakt mit dem Rohr und/oder pH-Wert von
Flüssigkeit in Kontakt mit dem Rohr, zu messen.

5. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die Bewehrungsschicht eine verrie-
gelte, nicht verriegelte oder teilweise verriegelte Be-
wehrungsschicht ist.

6. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die Bewehrungsschicht mindestens
einen spiralförmig gewickelten gefalteten Metall-
streifen enthält, der in aufeinanderfolgenden Wick-
lungen mit sich selbst oder mit einer oder mehreren
zusätzlichen spiralförmig gewickelten Metallele-
menten verriegelt ist, wobei die zusätzlichen spiral-
förmig gewickelten Metallelemente vorzugsweise ei-
nen zusätzlichen gefalteten Metallstreifen und/oder
ein Profil enthalten.

7. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der gefaltete Metallstreifen so gefal-
tet ist, dass er mindestens einen Kastenabschnitt
aufweist, wobei vorzugsweise mindestens ein Teil
der Sensoranordnung in dem Kastenabschnitt plat-
ziert ist.

8. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der gefaltete Metallstreifen minde-
stens entlang einer seiner Kanten, vorzugsweise
entlang beider Kanten, so gefaltet ist, dass er min-
destens einen gefalteten Kantenabschnitt bildet, der
vorzugsweise auf die Längsachse des Rohrs zu oder
von ihr weg vorsteht, und wobei vorzugsweise min-
destens ein Teil der Sensoranordnung in dem gefal-
teten Kantenabschnitt platziert ist.

9. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der gefaltete Metallstreifen minde-
stens entlang einer seiner Kanten, vorzugsweise
entlang beider Kanten, gegen sich selbst gefaltet ist,
so dass er mindestens einen auf die Längsachse
des Rohrs zu oder von ihr weg vorstehenden Kan-
tenabschnitt bildet.

10. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 9,
wobei der mindestens eine gefaltete Metallstreifen
mindestens entlang einer seiner Kanten in minde-
stens einer Falte so gefaltet ist, dass er mindestens
einen Kantenabschnitt bildet, wobei vorzugsweise
mindestens entlang einer seiner Kanten die minde-
stens eine Falte um mindestens einen Teil der Sen-
soranordnung herum gefaltet ist.

11. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 10,
wobei der mindestens eine gefaltete Metallstreifen
gegen sich selbst mindestens entlang einer seiner
Kanten in mindestens einer Falte, vorzugsweise in

mindestens zwei Falten, so gefaltet ist, dass er min-
destens einen Kantenabschnitt bildet, besonders
bevorzugt der mindestens eine gefaltete Metallstrei-
fen gegen sich selbst so gefaltet ist, dass er minde-
stens einen zwei oder mehrere Schichten von Strei-
fenmaterial enthaltenden Kantenabschnitt bildet.

12. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der mindestens eine gefaltete Me-
tallstreifen so gefaltet ist, dass er zwei Kantenab-
schnitte und dazwischen einen nicht gefalteten Mit-
telabschnitt bildet, wobei der nicht gefaltete Mittel-
abschnitt vorzugsweise eine im Wesentlichen ein-
heitliche Dicke aufweist.

13. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei die mindestens eine Bewehrungs-
schicht mindestens einen Metallstreifen und minde-
stens ein Profil enthält, die miteinander verriegelt
sind.

14. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei mindestens ein Teil der Sensoran-
ordnung in mindestens einer Falte des gefalteten
Metallstreifens befestigt ist, wobei mindestens ein
Teil der Sensoranordnung vorzugsweise entlang
des Hauptteils der Länge des gefalteten Metallstrei-
fens befestigt ist und/oder mindestens ein Teil der
Sensoranordnung an mehreren Befestigungspunk-
ten entlang der Länge des gefalteten Metallstreifens
befestigt ist, und wobei die Sensoranordnung zum
Beispiel durch von dem gefalteten Metallstreifen vor-
gesehene Klemmung und/oder durch Kleben befe-
stigt ist.

15. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, das eine durch den Innenmantel umschlos-
sene Innenbewehrungsschicht (Karkasse) enthält,
wobei mindestens ein Teil der Sensoranordnung in
der Innenbewehrungsschicht integriert ist.

16. Flexibles Rohr nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, das eine durch den Innenmantel umschlos-
sene Außenbewehrungsschicht enthält, wobei min-
destens ein Teil der Sensoranordnung in der Außen-
bewehrungsschicht integriert ist.

Revendications

1. Tuyau souple comprenant une pluralité de couches
disposées autour d’un axe longitudinal et au moins
un agencement de capteur en partie intégré, ladite
pluralité de couches comprenant une gaine intérieu-
re et une ou plusieurs couches d’armure, au moins
une couche d’armure comprenant au moins une ban-
de métallique pliée enroulée de manière hélicoïdale
autour dudit axe longitudinal du tuyau, au moins une
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partie dudit agencement de capteur étant placée
dans un pli de ladite bande métallique pliée.

2. Tuyau souple selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ledit agencement de capteur comprend une fibre op-
tique, ladite fibre optique étant placée de préférence
dans un pli de ladite bande métallique pliée.

3. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 et 2, dans lequel ledit agencement de cap-
teur comprend une ou plusieurs lignes de transmis-
sion et / ou un ou plusieurs fils électriques, de pré-
férence l’un au moins desdites lignes de transmis-
sions et / ou desdits fils électriques étant placé dans
un pli de ladite bande métallique pliée.

4. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ledit agencement
de capteur est capable de détecter au moins une
propriété, sélectionnée de préférence dans le grou-
pe constitué par une contrainte - un effort, une tem-
pérature, une fuite du tuyau, une usure, des défor-
mations mécaniques, une pression, une corrosion
chimique, une concentration en sel du liquide en con-
tact avec le tuyau et une valeur du pH du liquide en
contact avec le tuyau.

5. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite couche d’ar-
mure est une couche d’armure entrecroisée, non en-
trecroisée ou en partie entrecroisée.

6. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite couche d’ar-
mure comprend au moins une bande métallique
pliée enroulée de manière hélicoïdale, ladite bande
métallique pliée étant entrecroisée avec elle-même
selon des enroulements consécutifs ou entrecroisée
avec un ou plusieurs éléments métalliques supplé-
mentaires enroulés de manière hélicoïdale, dans le-
quel ledit élément métallique supplémentaire enrou-
lé de manière hélicoïdale comprend de préférence
une bande métallique pliée et / ou un profilé supplé-
mentaires.

7. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite bande mé-
tallique pliée est pliée de manière à présenter au
moins une section en caisson, de préférence au
moins une partie dudit agencement de capteur étant
placée dans ladite section en caisson.

8. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite bande mé-
tallique pliée est pliée au moins le long de l’un de
ses bords, de préférence le long de ses deux bords,
de manière à former au moins une section à bord
plié, ladite section à bord plié faisant saillie de pré-

férence dans l’une des directions en allant vers l’axe
longitudinal du tuyau ou en allant en s’éloignant de
celui-ci, et de préférence au moins une partie dudit
agencement de capteur étant placée dans ladite sec-
tion à bord plié.

9. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite bande mé-
tallique pliée au moins le long de l’un de ses bords,
de préférence le long de ses deux bords, est pliée
contre elle-même de façon à former au moins une
section à bord qui fait saillie dans l’une des directions
en allant vers l’axe longitudinal du tuyau ou en allant
en s’éloignant de celui-ci.

10. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes 8 ou 9, dans lequel ladite ou
lesdites bandes métalliques pliées sont pliées au
moins le long de l’un de leurs bords en au moins un
pli de façon à former au moins une section à bord,
de préférence au moins le long de l’un de leurs bords,
le ou les plis étant pliés autour d’au moins une partie
dudit agencement de capteur.

11. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes 8 à 10, dans lequel la ou les
bandes métalliques pliées sont pliées contre elles-
mêmes au moins le long de l’un de leurs bords en
au moins un pli, de préférence en au moins deux plis
de façon à former au moins une section à bord, mieux
de préférence ladite ou lesdites bandes métalliques
pliées sont pliées contre elle-même de façon à for-
mer au moins une section à bord qui comprend deux
couches de matériau de bande ou plus.

12. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite ou lesdites
bandes métalliques pliées sont pliées de façon à for-
mer deux sections à bord et une section médiane
non pliée entre les deux sections à bord, ladite sec-
tion médiane non pliée présentant de préférence une
épaisseur essentiellement uniforme.

13. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ladite ou lesdites
couches d’armure comprennent au moins une ban-
de métallique pliée et au moins un profilé qui sont
entrecroisés les uns avec les autres.

14. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel au moins une par-
tie dudit agencement de capteur est fixée dans au
moins un pli de ladite bande métallique pliée, au
moins une partie dudit agencement de capteur étant
de préférence fixée le long de la majeure partie de
la longueur de ladite bande métallique pliée, et / ou
au moins une partie dudit agencement de capteur
étant fixée au niveau d’une pluralité de points de
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fixation le long de la longueur de ladite bande mé-
tallique pliée, ledit agencement de capteur étant par
exemple fixé par un serrage fourni par ladite bande
métallique pliée et / ou par un collage.

15. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ledit tuyau souple
comprend une couche d’armure intérieure (carcas-
se) entourée par ladite gaine intérieure, au moins
une partie dudit agencement de capteur étant inté-
grée dans ladite couche d’armure intérieure.

16. Tuyau souple selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel ledit tuyau souple
comprend une couche d’armure extérieure qui en-
toure ladite gaine intérieure, au moins une partie du-
dit agencement de capteur étant intégrée dans ladite
couche d’armure extérieure.
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